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Please be aware the clippings below may require a paid subscription to the listed media outlet to read an article in
full.

Today in luxury:

Frieze expands into London's luxury hotels
The Frieze Art Fair has been a key part of the European art scene since 2003. Originally contained within Regent's
Park, and covering just 5,500 square meters, its  influence has grown steadily, expanding into New York and Los
Angeles. It is  now London's leading contemporary art show, according to Forbes.

Click here to read the entire article on Forbes

What Gucci learned from Dapper Dan and its blackface crisis
One of the world's biggest luxury brands is paying for its cultural insensitivity and trying to change, reports Business
of Fashion.

Click here to read the entire article on Business of Fashion

In Paris, small accessories brands fight for attention, as big luxury labels rule
The accessories market has been buffeted by change in recent years: explosive growth in the contemporary sector
effectively stole the luxury "It" bag's thunder, offering consumers trendy, Instagram-friendly and better-priced
alternatives, says Women's Wear Daily.

Click here to read the entire article on Women's Wear Daily

Hawaii's first animal hospital and luxury resort opens
The full-service animal hospital and luxury resort sits on a 6,500-square-foot campus and will include services such
as pet boarding, daycare, and grooming, in addition to features such as online video monitoring, which allows pet
owners to check in on their animals while they're away. Pet owners can also opt to spoil their furry friends by
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signing them up for amenities such as massages, pedicures and lilikoi- or pineapple-scented baths, per Pacific
Business Wire.

Click here to read the entire article on Pacific Business Wire
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